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JOHN SANDOE (BOOKS) LTD 
 

 
 

10 Blacklands Terrace, Chelsea, London SW3 2SR 
sales@johnsandoe.com      +44 (0)20 7589 9473     www.johnsandoe.com 

 

BOOKS FOR NEW YEAR & WINTER 2022 
Price and availability may be subject to occasional revision 

BIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR 
 

THE NAKED DON'T FEAR THE WATER: A JOURNEY THROUGH THE 
REFUGEE UNDERGROUND    Matthieu Aikins    
The author is a US journalist who, in 2016, accompanied an Afghan driver determined to 
leave his country for the West. It is an extraordinary account of how this ghastly odyssey 
works from the inside.    pbk £12.99 

METAPHYSICAL ANIMALS: HOW FOUR WOMEN BROUGHT 
PHILOSOPHY BACK TO LIFE  Clare Mac Cumhaill & Rachael Wiseman    
Elizabeth Anscombe, Mary Midgley, Iris Murdoch & Philippa Foot: they got to know one 
another as Oxford students during WW2, and went on to have huge influence on 

subsequent decades.    £25 

ONE FRIDAY IN APRIL: A STORY OF SUICIDE AND SURVIVAL 
Donald Antrim    
Slim but far-reaching memoir of the author's brush with suicide, framed as the consequence 
of familial trauma and isolation. Superbly written, this bears honourable comparison with 

William Styron's Darkness Visible.    £14.99 

THE VANISHED COLLECTION   Pauline Baer de Perignon, translated by Natasha Lehrer    
The spark for this remarkable memoir was a scribbled list of paintings that belonged to the 
Parisian author's great-grandparents - Degas, Renoir, Monet, Tiepolo etc - of which she 
knew nothing. Suspense and sensitivity are finely balanced in this story of expropriation of 

Jewish property in the Nazi period.    £20 

BREZHNEV: THE MAKING OF A STATESMAN    Susanne Schattenberg    
A judicious portrait of the man who led the USSR for two decades - and introduced 

détente.    £30 

WAYWARD: JUST ANOTHER LIFE TO LIVE    Vashti Bunyan    
From London in the Swinging Sixties to a hippie retreat in the Outer Hebrides: she and her 
partner travelled - slowly - by horse and wagon. She gave up music, disillusioned with the 
pop industry, until her 1970 album was rediscovered thirty years later.    £16.99 

OUR SANTINIKETAN   Mahasweta Devi, translated by Radha Chakravarty    
A memoir of life as a small girl in Rabindranath Tagore's famous cultural community in the 
1930s, by one of India's foremost literary figures. Translated from the Bengali.    £14.99 

HENRY DUNANT: THE MAN OF THE RED CROSS   Corinne Chaponniere    
Translated from the French, a biography of the complex Swiss founder of the Red Cross, a 
devout Christian and social activist, but also an ambitious - and unsuccessful - 

businessman.    £20 

SINS OF MY FATHER: A DAUGHTER, A CULT, A WILD UNRAVELLING 
Lily Dunn    
He left his young family in the '60s for sex, drugs, and enlightenment with the cult of 
Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh; he would reappear from time to time, bringing chaos in his 

wake.    £16.99 

MY OWN WORST ENEMY: SCENES OF A CHILDHOOD    Robert Edric    
The novelist's astonishing memoir of growing up in Sheffield in the 1950s. His father, an 
insecure bully, adopted a toupée; he - and it - dominated the lives of his children and 
wife.    £14.99 
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QUEEN OF OUR TIMES: THE LIFE OF QUEEN ELIZABETH II 
Robert Hardman    
The author has written previous books on the Queen (2012 and 2018) but this is a wholly 
new account from birth to lockdown.    £20 

ELIZABETH II: PRINCESS, QUEEN, ICON   Introduction by Alexandra Shulman    
Portraits of ER from 1926 to the present, drawn from the huge collection at the National 
Portrait Gallery - Cecil Beaton, Annie Leibowitz, David Lichfield, Andy Warhol and many 

others.    £14.95 

MANON'S WORLD: A HAUNTOLOGY OF A DAUGHTER IN THE 
TRIANGLE OF ALMA MAHLER, WALTER GROPIUS AND FRANZ WERFEL 
James Reidel    
Manon Gropius (1916-1935) was the daughter of Walter and Alma. Her attempts to free 
herself from maternal expectations and the recurrent image of herself in her stepfather's 
novels are moving. As a translator of Robert Walser and many others, Reidel knows well 
the world of inter-war Vienna and Berlin that he writes about here.    £21.99 

HUBERT HOWARD: A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS   Esme Howard    
Howard (1907-1987) served as an intelligence officer in WW2 throughout the Italian 
campaign. He married Lelia Caetani of Ninfa, where Bassani wrote a large part of The 

Garden of the Finzi Continis.    £25.00 

MOTHER'S BOY: A WRITER'S BEGINNINGS   Howard Jacobson    
Born a working-class Jew in Manchester in the 1940s, he reflects on the layers of 
(not)belonging that made him a writer.    £18.99 

C.L.R. JAMES: A LIFE BEYOND THE BOUNDARIES    John L Williams    
A new biography of the polymath Trinidadian cricketer and historian, Marxist, Brixton elder 
statesman.    £25 

NOTES FROM AN ISLAND   Tove Jansson, illustrated by Tuulikki Pietila 
A spare and engaging chronicle of the summers spent in a small cabin on a tiny island in the 
Gulf of Finland with her partner, who did the illustrations.    £12.99 

BUSTER KEATON   James Curtis    
A biography of this most beguiling, clever, funny, acrobatic man - one of the greatest actor-
directors of the cinematic world. And o - his eyes!    £30 

DREAM-CHILD: A LIFE OF CHARLES LAMB   Eric G Wilson    
A close friend of Wordsworth, Coleridge & Shelley, Lamb was famed for his charm and wit, 
as well as for the tragedy in his family life.    £25 

PLEASE MISS: A HEARTBREAKING WORK OF STAGGERING PENIS 
Grace Lavery    
The author is a professor of English at Berkeley; her memoir is funny, smart, and 
spectacularly, jubilantly queer.    pbk £14.99 

THE INSTANT   Amy Liptrot    
The follow-up to Liptrot's wildly successful The Outrun takes her from Orkney to 
Berlin.    £14.99 

STRAITS: BEYOND THE MYTH OF MAGELLAN   Felipe Fernandez-Armesto    
A revisionist account by the distinguished historian, which argues that Magellan was less of 
a hero and more of a treacherous, irresponsible, tyrannical adventurer.    £25 

REGICIDE: THE TRIALS OF HENRY MARTEN   John Worthen    
Marten organised the trial of Charles I. During the years he spent in the Tower awaiting 
execution, he wrote letters to his mistress Mary Ward, which were stolen and used in an 
attempt to expose him as immoral. JW argues that he was a brilliant, clever man who never 
abandoned his beliefs in equality.    £20 

EMBROIDERING HER TRUTH: MARY, QUEEN OF SCOTS AND THE 
LANGUAGE OF POWER   Clare Hunter    
An intriguing book that shows how Mary used textiles to advance her political agenda and 

exert agency in a man's world.    £20 
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NELLIE    Robert Wainwright    
Nellie Melba, the diva from Queensland who transfixed the world for three decades in the 
roles of Violetta, Juliette, Rosina, Mimi and co... She was adored by gossip columnists and 
honoured by Escoffier himself with a slice of thin dry toast and a peach pudding... Fabulous 

stuff.    £17.99 

THE LAST EMPEROR OF MEXICO: A DISASTER IN THE NEW WORLD 
Edward Shawcross    
In 1864 the Austrian Archduke Maximilian went to assume a distant throne. The operatic 
episode ended in his death by firing squad, famously memorialised by Manet.    £20 

A LINE ABOVE THE SKY: ON MOUNTAINS AND MOTHERHOOD 
Helen Mort   Five times winner of the Foyles Young Poets award, Mort is also a keen 
climber. Hereshe reflects on that passion from the position of new motherhood.    £16.99 

THE STORY OF A LIFE    Konstantin Paustovsky    This immense memoir, begun in 1943, 
reads like a Russian novel – and this is only vols1-3 out of 6… In a new translation by 
Douglas Smith.    £25 

SHALIMAR   Davina Quinlivan    
A strange and magical memoir of growing up in prosaic England with Anglo-Burmese 
parentage. Teak trees interweave oaks; myth and imagery chase each other through the 
author's odyssey through suburbia, Earl Grey tea, a Lutyens garden, and - above all - her 
father's mind.    £16 

THE RED OF MY BLOOD: A DEATH AND LIFE STORY   Clover Stroud    
An account of the year following the death of her beloved sister, Nell Gifford, who ran 
away to the circus and made a stellar life of it.    £16.99 

LARK RISE   Flora Thompson    
The famous memoir of a late C19th childhood by a bricklayer's daughter, here in a lovely 
clothbound edition from Slightly Foxed.    £20 

RAHEL VARNHAGEN: THE LIFE OF A JEWISH WOMAN    Hannah Arendt    
Hannah Arendt's first book was about one of the most important and complicated figures 
in German romanticism, although her gender and Jewishness set her uneasily amongst her 
contemporaries.    pbk £15.99 

PLAYING WITH FIRE: THE STORY OF MARIA YUDINA, PIANIST IN 
STALIN'S RUSSIA    Elizabeth Wilson    
The legendary Russian pianist, friend of Pasternak and other greats, who fell from grace to 
live precariously on the fringes of Soviet society. EW is the author of fine biographies of 

Shostakovich, du Pre and Rostropovich.    £25 

CHRONICLES OF A CAIRO BOOKSELLER    Nadia Wassef    
A memoir by the Egytian woman who set up an independent book shop with a friend and 
her sister in 2002 - ten years later it had grown to include ten shops and 150 employees. Full 
of the noise and bustle of Cairo, and bearing witness to a country in prolonged 

upheaval.    £14.99 

HISTORY 
 

FALSE PROPHETS: BRITISH LEADERS' FATEFUL FASCINATION WITH 
THE MIDDLE EAST FROM SUEZ TO SYRIA    Nigel Ashton    
An elegant exploration of how British Prime Ministers, from Eden to Blair and beyond, 
have engaged in the Middle East under the misconception that they could help solve 
disputes because they assisted at their creation; and that these operations are themselves 

further attempts to extend influence.    £20 

THE LION HOUSE: THE COMING OF A KING    Christopher de Bellaigue    
The rise of Suleyman the Magnificent is told with a clever balance of the close (viziers, 
lovers, military commanders) and the distant (Venice, popes, emperors, Christendom and its 
internecine politics). CdeB has written several other excellent books on the Middle East and 

this will be no exception.    £20 

EXTREME NORTH: A CULTURAL HISTORY 
Bernd Brunner, translated by Jefferson Chase    
The pitfalls of cultural fantasies of the north: this cultural history, rich with travellers' tales 
and legends, is entertaining but also disturbing as myth, reality and politics rub 

uncomfortably along.    £21.99 
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MAKING HISTORY: 2,500 YEARS OF SHAPING THE PAST    Richard Cohen    
From the Bible to Simon Schama, a huge investigation of how the writing of history 

influences the record of human experience, and therefore its development.    £25 

THE GEORGIANS: THE DEEDS AND MISDEEDS OF 18TH CENTURY 
BRITAIN    Penelope J Corfield    
Was the long C18th one of decline and loss, or improvement and enlightenment?    £25 

THIS MORTAL COIL: A HISTORY OF DEATH   Andrew Doig    
A fascinating examination of how the prevailing causes of death have changed through 
history. It is a story of growing medical knowledge and social organisation, and is 
refreshingly optimistic.    £25 

NOT FAR FROM BRIDESHEAD: OXFORD BETWEEN THE WARS 
Daisy Dunn    
The heady world described by Waugh - but, besides the fun and aristocrats, there were men 
with shellshock, women reading for degrees, and a false sense of security as Hitler rose to 
power.    £20 

LEGACY OF VIOLENCE: A HISTORY OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE 
Caroline Elkins    
An unflinching look at Britain's past, showing how the empire was built - and depended on 
- institutionalised, racialised violence. The Pulitzer-winner argues that the empire only 
waned when that violence could no longer be maintained.    £30 

THE NORMANS: POWER, CONQUEST AND CULTURE IN 11TH CENTURY 
EUROPE   Judith A Green    
From Byzantium to England, the Normans achieved an extraordinary ascendancy in the 
C11th. This study draws particular attention to dynastic relations and to the role of women 
in what has hitherto seemed to be a resolutely masculine world.    £25 

SHADOWLANDS: A JOURNEY THROUGH LOST BRITAIN     Matthew Green    

An intriguing tour of Britain's lost villages and towns - buried, decimated, drowned...    £20 

REBELS AGAINST THE RAJ: WESTERN FIGHTERS FOR INDIA'S 
FREEDOM     Ramachandra Guha    
Gandhi's distinguished biographer looks at seven Westerners who devoted themselves to 
Indian independence.    £25 

THE BBC: A PEOPLE'S HISTORY     David Hendy    
Founded by mavericks in 1922, it evolved through the war, the invention of television and 
subsequent massive cultural changes. Whatever its problems, it is an extraordinary 
institution, and this is a fitting celebration of its first 100 years and the importance of public 
service broadcasting.    £25 

A DUTY OF CARE: BRITAIN BEFORE AND AFTER COVID   Peter Hennessy    
This is likely to be one of the best of the many books we will see about the context and 
impact of Covid, from the great social historian of postwar Britain. (The eponymous 'duty 

of care' is what the state is said to owe its citizens.)    £20 

NAZI BILLIONAIRES: THE DARK HISTORY OF GERMANY'S 
WEALTHIEST DYNASTIES    David de Jong    
Traces the money gained by Nazi families during and after WW2, and how it has filtered 
into the wealth and power of tycoons and companies today.    £20 

THE RESTLESS REPUBLIC: BRITAIN WITHOUT A CROWN   Anna Keay    
A brilliant look at the decade following the King's dramatic execution in 1649, and how it 
affected lives throughout the British Isles.    £25 

RESISTANCE: THE UNDERGROUND WAR IN EUROPE, 1939-1945 
Halik Kochanski    
Scholarly, huge and ambitious: an account of resistance to the Nazis across the entire 

continent during WW2, in all its various guises.    £30 

THE SHIP ASUNDER: A MARITIME HISTORY IN ELEVEN VESSELS 
Tom Nancollas    
By looking at the surviving remains of eleven ships, from a prehistoeric prow to the 
propellor of an ocean liner, TM has written a fascinating maritme history of Britain.    £20 
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THE STASI POETRY CIRCLE    Philip Oltermann   
Incredible though it seems, in the closing years of the GDR the Stasi trained operatives to 
become poets in order to infiltrate literary circles. Years of sleuthing has yielded this 
remarkable account of how poetry was weaponised in the struggle against the class 

enemy.    £14.99 

PRINCIPLES AND AGENTS: THE BRITISH SLAVE TRADE AND ITS 
ABOLITION    David Richardson    
Argues that the abolition of the slave trade in Britain owed more to a deep cultural shift - 
one that valued the idea of individual freedom - than it did to the actions of particular 
individuals.    £25 

FRANCE: AN ADVENTURE HISTORY    Graham Robb    
An original and entertaining history of our mercurial neighbour by someone who knows 
and loves it well. Especially on a bicycle.    £25 

STALIN'S LIBRARY: A DICTATOR AND HIS BOOKS    Geoffrey Roberts    
We heard about Molotov's library in Rachel Polonsky's superb Molotov's Magic Lantern 
(£12.99). Now we have a portrait of Stalin through the books he read - and he was an avid 

reader all his life.    £25 

FOR THE FREEDOM OF ZION: THE GREAT REVOLT OF JEWS AGAINST 
ROMANS, 66-74 CE    Guy MacLean Rogers    
A powerful study of the Jewish Revolt against the Romans in 66-74 CE, leading to the 
destruction of the Temple of Jerusalem.    £25 

TEN CITIES THAT LED THE WORLD: FROM ANCIENT METROPOLIS TO 
MODERN MEGACITY    Paul Strathern    
A romp through civilization: Babylon, Athens, Rome, Constantinople, Paris, London, 

Moscow, New York, Mumbai, Beijing.    £20 

ANTIQUARIANS OF NINETEENTH-CENTURY JAPAN - THE 
ARCHAEOLOGY OF THINGS IN THE LATE TOKUGAWA AND EARLY 
MEIJI PERIODS    Hiroyuki Suzuki & Maki Fukuoka    
What distinguished 'art' from 'Art' ? Types of display, collecting, certain kinds of knowledge 
becoming matters of profession, etc. A specialised and fascinating study that puts the 
subject somewhat in the context of concurrent European and American antiquarian 
habits.    £45 

WORN: A PEOPLE'S HISTORY OF CLOTHING    Sofi Thanhauser    
A look at the world through the stories of linen, cotton, silk, synthetics, wool, etc from 
China to Cumbria.    £20 

THE GREATEST RAID: ST NAZAIRE, 1942: THE HEROIC STORY OF 
OPERATION CHARIOT   Giles Whittell    
The story of one of the most daring raids of WW2, after which 5 VCs were awarded. GW 
argues that the raid was misconceived and that its object was only attained by the 
astonishing bravery of those involved in its execution.    £20 

CURRENT AFFAIRS 
 

TURKEY UNDER ERDOGAN: HOW A COUNTRY TURNED FROM 
DEMOCRACY AND THE WEST    Dimitar Bechev    
After looking at the bleak trajectory of Erdogan's regime, DB argues that Turkey's 

democratic instincts and economic ties to Europe will win in the end.    £20 

BUTLER TO THE WORLD: HOW BRITAIN BECAME THE SERVANT OF 
TAX DODGERS, KLEPTOCRATS AND CRIMINALS   Oliver Bullough    
From the author of Moneyland and The Last Man in Russia, who also offers 'kleptocracy tours' 
around London.    £20 

CHRONICLES OF DISSENT   Noam Chomsky    
Still trenchant even in his 95th year, the prodigious professor of linguistics shows no sign of 
slacking in his political and social engagement.    pbk £16.99 

WHO ARE WE NOW?: STORIES OF MODERN ENGLAND   Jason Cowley    
The editor of the New Statesman takes a handful of news stories from the last two decades, 
and reflects on what they mean for England as a nation. A compassionate and readable 

analysis of how the country has become so divided.    £20 
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LIBERALISM AND ITS DISCONTENTS   Francis Fukuyama    
A characteristically sharp and lucid account from this heavyweight of political 
philosophy.    £16.99 
 
THE POWER LAW: VENTURE CAPITAL AND THE ART OF DISRUPTION 
Sebastian Mallaby    
On the unruly industry which thrives more off bravado and luck than spreadsheets and 

stats.    £20 

TRUST THE PLAN: THE RISE OF QANON AND THE CONSPIRACY THAT 
RESHAPED THE WORLD    Will Sommer    
The cult which believed a band of politicians and celebrities were in fact cannibalistic 
paedophiles conspiring against Trump... Sommer investigates how such a farcical theory 

managed to generate an international media storm.    £20 

THE FOUNDERS: ELON MUSK, PETER THIEL AND THE COMPANY 
THAT MADE THE MODERN INTERNET    Jimmy Soni    
The story of PayPal, a Silicon Valley startup with a few scruffy tech-heads at the helm. It is 
now one of the most successful and ubiquitous companies in the world, whose alumni 
aren't doing too badly either.    £18.99 

HOW CIVIL WARS START: AND HOW TO STOP THEM    Barbara F Walter    
An important book showing how the world is more at risk from civil wars than ever, as 

democracies are challenged: but they can be avoided.    £18.99 

FICTION 
 

MY PEN IS THE WING OF A BIRD: NEW FICTION BY AFGHAN WOMEN 
Introduction by Lyse Doucet    
Contemporary short fiction from Afghanistan, all written before the Taliban retook power 
in August 2021. An extraordinary collection brought into being through the efforts of 
UNTOLD's Write Afghanistan project.    pbk £12 

VIOLETA    Isabel Allende, translated by Frances Riddle    
The life of Violeta, of her family, friends and lovers, told in letters to a beloved grandson. 
Born in 1920 and in her hundredth year, Violeta's story encompasses Chile's C20th 

struggles.    £16.99 

THE SKY ABOVE THE ROOF    Nathacha Appanah, translated by Geoffrey Strachan    
A powerful coming-of-age story - and its consequences for others - by the French-
Mauritian writer who won the Prix Femina des Lycéens for The Tropic of Violence.    pbk 
£10.00 

OUR WIVES UNDER THE SEA    Julia Armfield    
A woman returns from a deep-sea research mission strangely, undeniably altered. 
Deliciously eerie mix of love, grief and transformation.    £16.99 

COLD ENOUGH FOR SNOW    Jessica Au    
The relationship of a mother and daughter observed in tender, elliptical detail as they 

wander about an autumnal Tokyo.    pbk £9.99 

THESE DAYS    Lucy Caldwell    
Two sisters try to survive the four nights that were the Belfast Blitz: a powerful novel of 

love and living in extreme circumstances, by a fine writer.    £12.99 

STRANGERS I KNOW   Claudia Durastanti, translated by Elizabeth Harris    
An experimental novel in which a daughter reckons with her family's inability - even 

reluctance - to communicate.    pbk £12.99 

BOOTH   Karen Joy Fowler    
An epic historical novel about political and moral divides in 19th America, approached 
through the raucous, ill-starred family of John Wilkes Booth. By the author of We Are All 
Completely Beside Ourselves.    £18.99 

MOTHER'S BOY   Patrick Gale    
A novelistic imagining of the life of the Cornish poet Charles Causley.    £20 
 
TREACLE WALKER   Alan Garner    
A slim, odd novel about a convalescent boy drawn into a weird other world, this has echoes 
of Garner's masterpiece The Owl Service. Myth lies over the present, time is fluid…  £10 
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IRON CURTAIN: A LOVE STORY   Vesna Goldsworthy    
A 1980s' 'red princess' falls in love with a British poet and defects. Will what glistered from 

afar turn out to be dross? Gripping, tender, steely.    £14.99 

FREE LOVE   Tessa Hadley    
Sexual revolution and female liberation in the 1960s, from a mistress of understated 
writing.    £16.99 

THE FLAMES   Sophie Haydock    
A promising debut about the tangled love lives of Egon Schiele and his various 
muses.    £14.99 

EXACTLY WHAT YOU MEAN   Ben Hinshaw    
Betrayal and loss of innocence: this distinguished debut, already highly praised by Hilary 
Mantel and others, moves between Guernsey, London & California.    £14.99 

MOON WITCH, SPIDER KING    Marlon James    
Sequel to James's mythic African epic, Black Leopard, Red Wolf.    £20 

DEVOTION    Hannah Kent    
A love story set amidst a Lutheran community fleeing to South Australia in the 
1830s.    £14.99 

FIVE TUESDAYS IN WINTER    Lily King    

Short stories from the author of Writers & Lovers.    £14.99 

SCARY MONSTERS   Michelle de Kretser    
A clever novel in which the 'scary monsters' of racism, sexism and ageism are reflected in a 
near-future Australia and France in the 1980s.    £14.99 

THE WIND WHISTLING IN THE CRANES 
Lidia Jorge, translated by Margaret Jull Costa & Annie McDermott    
A big novel of entangled families in southern Portugal in the 1990s, by an acclaimed author 
rarely translated into English.    £19.99 

THE EXHIBITIONIST   Charlotte Mendelson    
A funny, sharp novel in which a notorious egotist prepares for his first exhibition for 

decades. Toxic family politics.    £16.99 

THE SLOWWORM'S SONG   Andrew Miller    
A former soldier reckons with the legacy of the Troubles in Northern Ireland as he tries to 
rebuild his relationship with his daughter. By the author of Pure and Now We Shall Be Entirely 
Free.    £18.99 

RUN AND HIDE   Pankaj Mishra    
A new novel after 20 years, from the distinguished essayist and cultural 
commentator.    £16.99 

LOVE IN A COLD CLIMATE & THE PURSUIT OF LOVE   Nancy Mitford    
At last - an Everyman Classics edition of Mitford's masterful comic duology.    £15.99 

RECITATIF    Toni Morrison, introduction by Zadie Smith    
Reissue of a compelling short story, written forty years ago, in which race is kept ambiguous 
to great effect.    £9.99 

THE REINDEER HUNTERS   Lars Mytting, translated by Deborah Dawkin    

Second in the historical trilogy that began with the powerful The Bell in the Lake.    £16.99 

EDITH AND KIM   Charlotte Philby    
Philby's granddaughter has drawn on unpublished letters for this tense novel about Edith 
Tudor-Hart, the woman who introduced Philby to his Soviet handler.    £14.99 
 
PETER THE GREAT'S AFRICAN: EXPERIMENTS IN PROSE 
Alexander Pushkin, translated by Robert Chandler, Elizabeth Chandler & Boris Dralyuk   
 Includes 'Egyptian Nights', 'Dubrovsky' and 'History of the Village of Goriukhino'; 
Pushkin's great-grandfather is thought to be the model for Ibrahim, the former slave of the 
title. A new translation.    pbk £13.99 
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THINGS WE DO NOT TELL THE PEOPLE WE LOVE    Huma Qureshi    
Secrets and misunderstandings, silences and the unheard: brilliant short stories about the 

tiny gulfs of intimacy    £16.99 

WINCHELSEA   Alex Preston    
Set in 1742, this is a rollicking reworking of Moonfleet in which a wild, cross-dressing teenage 
girl joins a bloodthirsty gang of smugglers to avenge her father's murder.    £14.99 

STRANGER TO THE MOON 
Evelio Rosero, translated by Anne McLean & Victor Meadowcroft    
First UK publication of the Colombian's 1986 dystopian novel, from the indefatigable 
Christopher MacLehose's new imprint.    pbk £9.99 

THE GOD OF THAT SUMMER    Ralf Rothmann, translated by Shaun Whiteside    
A powerful novel set in the closing stages of WW2, in which a 12-year-old girl escapes to 
the German countryside with her mother and older sister. Translated from the 
German.    £14.99 

THE GREAT PASSION    James Runcie    
Leipzig, 1726: a chorister is taken in by the Bach family, and JSB writes the St Matthew 
Passion.    £16.99 

PANDORA   Susan Stokes-Chapman    
The discovery in 1799 of a mysterious ancient Greek vase sets in motion conspiracies, 
revelations and romance. Atmospheric historical fiction with a delightful heroine.    £14.99 

LONGING AND OTHER STORIES 
Junichiro Tanizaki, translated by Anthony Chambers & Paul McCarthy    
Three stories of family life - especially mothers and sons - from early in Tanizaki's career - 
'Longing', 'Sorrows of a Heretic' and 'The Story of an Unhappy Mother'. (It would be 
interesting to read 'Longing' and Zweig's 'Fantastic Night' back-to-back...)    pbk £14.99 

THE ANOMALY  Hervé Le Tellier, translated by Adriana Hunter    
A plane inexplicably duplicates when caught in a storm. One plane lands in March; the 
other in June. As for the duplicated passengers... Won the Prix Goncourt (once).    £14.99 

WOMAN RUNNING IN THE MOUNTAINS 
Yuko Tsushima, introduction by Lauren Groff, translated by Geraldine Harcourt    
A young woman, abandoned by her family, embarks on a process of emancipation as she 
moves to more tolerant margins. This partly autobiographical novel was first published in 
Japan in 1980.    pbk £14.99  

FRENCH BRAID   Anne Tyler    
It is several novels since AT announced that this would be her last, but they continue as 
excellent as ever.    £16.99 

A PREVIOUS LIFE    Edmund White    
A Sicilian aristocrat and his American wife agree to write their memoirs; sharing them with 
each other throws up shadows on the wall... This is a clever, funny novel exploring 
sexuality, love and age through several hearts and pairs of eyes. In an authorial loop, the 
aristocrat counts Edmund White amongst his affairs...    £18.99 

HARROW    Joy Williams    

The darkest of satires on environmental catastrophe.    £16.99 

A TERRIBLE KINDNESS    Jo Browning Wroe    

Moving debut set after the Aberfan disaster of 1966.    £14.99 

TO PARADISE   Hanya Yanagihara    
A huge new novel from the author A Little Life, set in America in 1893, 1993 and 

2093.    £20 

THRILLERS 
 

THE WANDERER     Luca D'Andrea, translated by Katherine Gregor    
An atmospheric, creepy thriller set in a remote valley in northern Italy, where a writer, 
investigating an apparent drowning many years before, is hampered by 
superstition.    £18.99 
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THE MATCH    Harlan Coben    
Wilde, the boy from the woods who grew up to be an investigator in and of the margins, 

looks for his roots and finds a serial killer.    £20 

GIVE UNTO OTHERS 
Donna Leon, introduction by Val McDermid   Grudges tarnish the beauty of Venice once again. 
Another murky case for Brunetti.    £20 

EVEN THE DARKEST NIGHT    Javier Cercas, translated by Anne McLean    
A troubled policeman is sent to investigate a double murder in rural Catalonia. Cercas, 
renowned as a novelist, turns his hand to crime - this won Spain's foremost literary 
prize    £16.99 

THE DEVIL'S BARGAIN   Stella Rimington    
A new spy thriller from the former head of MI5, in which a Russian illegal from 1988 pops 

up later as an MP...    £16.99 

THE FOOT SOLDIERS    Gerald Seymour    
Another outing for the spy hunter Jonas Merrick, which begins with a Russian agent 
defecting in Denmark. The retired MI5 agent, dragged away from his caravan and quiet life, 
is known by younger colleagues as 'The Eternal Flame', because he never goes 
out...    £18.99 

THIS IS THE NIGHT THEY COME FOR YOU    Robert Goddard    
An Algerian policeman and a (female) government operative must work together to catch a 

rogue agent and uncover dark deeds.    £20 

POETRY 
 

IN THE SAME LIGHT: 200 TANG POEMS FOR OUR CENTURY 
Translated by Wong May    
Poems by Li Bai, Du Fu and others from the 'golden age' of Chinese poetry. Li Bai is said to 
have died by falling from a boat, reaching for the moon's reflection in the water...    pbk 
£19.99 

WHY I NO LONGER WRITE POEMS 
Diana Anphimiadi, translated by Jean Sprackland & Natalia Bukia-Peters     
By a young Georgian poet - a dual-language edition of her playful, synaesthetic work.    pbk 

£12.99 

PILGRIM BELL: POEMS    Kaveh Akbar    

A second collection from the Iranian-American poet.    pbk £12.99 

THE FLOWERS OF EVIL: (LES FLEURS DU MAL) 
Charles Baudelaire, translated by Aaron Poochigian   A much-praised new translation in a dual-

language edition.    £21.99 

EPHEMERON    Fiona Benson    
A new collection from an outstanding poet. Her previous books are Vertigo & Ghost, and 

Bright Travellers, which between them won four major prizes.    pbk £12.00 

UNEXHAUSTED TIME    Emily Berry    
Third collection by the current editor of The Poetry Review and FRSL (a set of letters more 
honourable than they are pronounceable).    pbk £10.99 

CAVIAR    Sarah Fletcher    

Her third sharp pamphlet.    pbk £7 

BUTCHER'S DOZEN    Thomas Kinsella    
New edition of Kinsella's response to Bloody Sunday on its 50th anniversary; now framed 

with parts of the Saville report, a new author's note, etc.    pbk £6.99 

LEAVING: A POEM FROM THE TIME OF THE VIRUS 
Cees Nooteboom, illustrated by Max Neumann, translated by David Colmer   Last autumn we had the 
great Dutch writer's 533: A Book of Days, a sort of diary of the pandemic on Menorca. Now 
we have this single poem which repeatedly refers back to images of wartime; hauntingly 
illustrated.    £18.99 
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LUREX 
Denise Riley   Riley's magnificent career is in its fifth decade; this is her first new collection 

since 2016.    pbk £10.99 

GOLD    Rumi, translated by Haleh Liza Gafori    

A luminous new translation from the Farsi.    Pbk £11.99 

BLESS THE DAUGHTER RAISED BY A VOICE IN HER HEAD    Warsan Shire    
First full collection from this British-Somali poet.    £12.99 

VINEGAR HILL   Colm Toibin    
Keenly anticipated first volume of poetry from this wonderful, delicate writer. Many of the 
poems were written during a period of illness, when Toibin found himself only able to write 
for an hour or so a day; they share the spare,distilled quality one finds in his novels.    pbk 
£12.99 

LITERATURE & IDEAS 
 

BURNING QUESTIONS: ESSAYS AND OCCASIONAL PIECES 2004-2021 
Margaret Atwood    
A new collection of essays.    £20 

IN DEFENCE OF WITCHES: WHY WOMEN ARE STILL ON TRIAL 
Mona Chollet, translated by Sophie R Lewis   
 A feminist polemic that looks at women's resistance to male domination, both historically 
and now, and the consequences of independence, education, knowledge and 
power.    £14.99 

MEMORIES OF STAROBIELSK: ESSAYS BETWEEN ART AND HISTORY 
Jozef Czapski, translated by Alissa Valles    
Having escaped the massacre at Katyn, Czapski was interned and lived to write these essays 
on some of those who were murdered, as well as pieces on Blok, Soutine, and others. He 
was the model for Jane Rogowska's brilliant Kozlowski.   pbk £13.99 

OUT OF THE SUN: ESSAYS AT THE CROSSROADS OF RACE    Esi Edugyan    
Five piercingly brilliant essays on stories from the margins, art, Black history, and the 
crossroads of Africa and Asia as well as with the West. First work of non-fiction by an 
author much praised as a novelist.    £16.99 

IN THE MARGINS: ON THE PLEASURES OF READING AND WRITING 
Elena Ferrante, translated by Ann Goldstein    

Small and perfectly formed volume of lit crit.    £12.99 

BREAKFAST WITH SENECA: A STOIC GUIDE TO THE ART OF LIVING 
David Fideler    

No almond croissant for you then!    £19.99 

INTERVENTIONS 2020   Michel Houellebecq 
Essays - in some of which the cigarette-beclouded, rancid intellectual appears to be 

mellowing...    £20 

ON CONSOLATION: FINDING SOLACE IN DARK TIMES   Michael Ignatieff    
Secular wisdom in an age of unbelief, from Montaigne, Akhmatova, Hume, Camus, Cicero, 
Job and many others who sought, lost or found consolation. Perceptive, intelligent, a giving 
of necessary breathing space.    £16.99 

THE FAIRY TELLERS: A JOURNEY INTO THE SECRET HISTORY OF 
FAIRY TALES  Nicholas Jubber 
Andersen of course, but also Somadeva in Kashmir, “draped in a nutmeg-scented woollen 
shawl”, Ivan Khudiakov playing the fool with the Tsar, and other little known dreamers, 
reciters, collectors and writers; we know their stories, but mostly not their names. This is an 
enchanting, elegant foray into the multiple worlds of the human imagination, told with 
verve and magic dust to rival the tellers’ tales.   £20 

DOSTOYEVSKY, OR THE FLOOD OF LANGUAGE   Julia Kristeva    
Kristeva's most recent book, translated from the French, is a (not surprisingly) complex 
engagement with the work of Dostoyevsky. Enhanced by a thoughtful foreword by Rowan 
Williams.    £14.99 
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EVERY FAMILY HAS A STORY: HOW WE INHERIT LOVE AND LOSS 
Julia Samuel   
Why some families survive and others fragment: insightful, helpful, kind, as was her last 
book, This Too Shall Pass.    £14.99 

AGAINST THE TIDE: THE BEST OF ROGER SCRUTON'S COLUMNS, 
COMMENTARIES AND CRITICISM    Roger Scruton    
An anthology of 'Scrutopia'.    £20 

ACCIDENTAL GODS: ON MEN UNWITTINGLY TURNED DIVINE 
Anna Della Subin    
A study of that curious phenomenon: the deification of explorers, politicians, rulers and 
mavericks, from Columbus to Prince Philip, the late volcano god. A smart take on empire 
too; provocative, funny and startling.    £20 

ART 
 

ANNA ATKINS: BLUE PRINTS    Rolf Sachsse    
Born in 1799, Atkins was the first person to illustrate a book with photographs. Her 
cyanotypes - of ferns, algae, parrot feathers, seaweed - are exquisite.    £15 

BACON IN MOSCOW    James Birch    
A riotous memoir of attempting to mount a Bacon exhibition in the last days of the USSR; 
apparatchiks, honey-traps, the KGB - has the author's liver ever recovered?    £17.99 

ART OF THE BALTIC STATES: MODERNISM, FREEDOM AND IDENTITY 
1900-1950    Serge Fauchereau    
A foray into the rich but slender vein of European art history devoted to Estonia, Latvia 
and Lithuania. During the 50 years in question, the region experienced successive Tsarist 
rule, German invasion, and eventual assimilation into the Soviet Union.    £35 

BELONGING AND BETRAYAL - HOW JEWS MADE THE ART WORLD 
MODERN   Charles Dellheim    
A detailed portrait of the Jewish families whose collecting dominated the art world, and of 

their pillaging by the Nazis and the subsequent attempts at restitution.    £32 

LOOKING BACK AT FRANCIS BACON   David Sylvester    
Rewarding as a study on Bacon - it gets closer to understanding his enigma than anything 
has since - this memoir is also a tribute to Sylvester's clarity and verve. A re-issue, this was 
first published just before Sylvester's death twenty years ago.    pbk £30 

SUZANNE VALADON: MODEL, PAINTER, REBEL   Edited by Nancy Ireson    
Though her life began in poverty, she became the first woman to exhibit at the Salon des 
Beaux-Arts.    £35 

A HISTORY OF ARCADIA IN ART AND LITERATURE    Paul Holberton    
Volume 1: Earlier Renaissance 
Volume 2: Later Renaissance, Baroque and Neoclassicism 
Scholarly and magnificent in execution, this is the publisher Paul Holberton's long 
anticipated magnum opus as an author.    £50 each 

ART AND RELIGION IN MEDIEVAL ARMENIA    Helen C. Evans    
The essays oin this handsome, illustrated catalogue derive from a 2018 exhibition at the Met 
on the art, trade and religious institutions.    pbk £40 

ARTEMISIA GENTILESCHI    Sheila Barker    
An illustrated biography of this gifted Baroque painter who achieved wealth, reputation and 
an international clientele.    £30 
 
BERNINI AND HIS WORLD: SCULPTURE AND SCULPTORS IN EARLY 
MODERN ROME    Livio Pestilli    
Full of gorgeous pictures and authoritative text that explores Bernini's legacy as well as his 
world.    £60 

JACQUES LOUIS DAVID - RADICAL DRAFTSMAN   Perrin Stein    
Superb catalogue from the exhibition at the Met.    £50 
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PAUL NASH: DESIGNER AND ILLUSTRATOR    James King    
A look at Nash's other work - illustration, book jackets, posters, set design, pattern papers, 
fabrics, glass, ceramics and photography. The author has previously written biographies of 
Nash, Herbert Read and Roland Penrose.    £35 

PAULA MODERSOHN-BECKER   Edited by Ingrid Pfeiffer    
An illustrated monograph on this German early Expressionist painter, whose career was cut 
short by her death aged 31.    £42 

A LIFE OF PICASSO VOLUME IV: THE MINOTAUR YEARS: 1933-1943 
John Richardson    
The first vol came in 1992; vol 2 was 1996, vol 3 was 2007. Here at last, mirabile dictu, is the 

fourth.    £35 

HOCKNEY TO HIMID - 60 YEARS OF BRITISH PRINTMAKING 
Simon Martin & Louise Weller    
Works featured are all from the collection of Pallant House Gallery in Chichester, from the 
1960s to the present.    pbk £25 

PICASSO: SEVEN DECADES OF DRAWING    Olivier Berggruen & Christine Poggi    
A stunning volume which shows how superb a draughtsman he was, and how drawing 
linked his work in other forms.    £45.00 

THE 5 LIVES OF HILMA AF KLINT   Philipp Deines    
A graphic novel about the life of Hilma af Klint.    £25 

WOODLAND IMAGERY IN NORTHERN ART, C. 1500 - 1800: POETRY AND 
ECOLOGY   Leopoldine Prosperetti    
Illustrated essays about the poetics of woods in the work of the Old Masters, including 

Claude Lorrain, van Eyck, Ruisdael, Rubens and Rembrandt.    £39.95 

GOLD OF THE GREAT STEPPE: PEOPLE, POWER AND PRODUCTION 
Edited by Rebecca Robers    
Gleaming with finds from recent excavations, this accompanies the Fitzwilliam's splendid 
exhibition of artefacts of the Saka people - ornate metalwork of people and animals, real 
and imaginary. The Saka occupied a vast sweep of land from the Black Sea to modern-day 
Mongolia, which is punctuated with their burial mounds, where these objects were 
found.    £27.50 

THEATRES OF MELANCHOLY: THE NEO-ROMANTICS IN PARIS AND 
BEYOND    Patrick Mauries    
A substantial book on the 1920s' group who turned against modernist abstraction in favour 
of figurative painting, and were particularly influential oin theatre design, ballet and 
fashion.    £45 

THE STREET OF WONDERFUL POSSIBILITIES: WHISTLER, WILDE AND 
SARGENT IN TITE STREET    Devon Cox    
Finally a new edition of this splendid book, which sheds light on the decadent, complex 
history of this venerable road. Within years of Wilde praising its 'wonderful possibilities', 
and Whistler claiming it as 'the birthplace for art', it lost its place at the heart of London's 
bohemia, leaving the latter bankrupt and the former jailed. The street in question is of 

course Tite Street, just down the road from Sandoe's.    pbk £10.99 

ARCHITECTURE & DECORATIVE ARTS 
 

THE FACADES OF PARIS: WINDOWS, DOORS, AND BALCONIES 
Dominique Mathez & Joël Orgiazzi    Haussmann eat your heart out... these elegant 
watercolours and ink drawings are a boulevardier's delight. Accompanied by a text by a 
French ironmaster.    £39.95 

THE CASTLE: A HISTORY    John Goodall    
A brisk history of the castle in British life, from the C11th - C21st; Gawain to 
Wodehouse.    £18.99 

THE ART OF CLOTH IN MUGHAL INDIA 
Sylvia Houghteling   Garments to tents in South Asia in the C16th-C17th. Richly illustrated, 
this book shows cloth participated in both political and social spheres, and reflected 
seasonal rhythms.    £50 
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THE YOKOHAMA SCHOOL: PHOTOGRAPHY IN 19TH-CENTURY JAPAN 
Francesco Paolo Campione    

Hand-coloured sepia prints: this volume is a feast of exquisite and fascinating images.    £32 

ROSE TARLOW: THREE HOUSES 
Rose Tarlow, photographs by Miguel Flores Vianna, François Halard & Fernando Montiel Klint    
In Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and Provence - a different photographer for each of the 
celebrated designer's houses.    pbk £70 

SARGENT, WHISTLER, AND VENETIAN GLASS: AMERICAN ARTISTS AND 
THE MAGIC OF MURANO    Edited by Alexander Mann    
Shows glass alongside paintings by the many American artists who found inspiration in 
Venice, and who carried aspects of the manufacture of Italian glass deep into American 
culture.    £50 

PAINTING IN STONE: ARCHITECTURE AND THE POETICS OF MARBLE 
FROM ANTIQUITY TO THE ENLIGHTENMENT    Fabio Barry    
This recent, fascinating Yale study of the 'lithic imagination' is already out of print in 

hardback but the paperback is a fine subsitute, and just as well illustrated.    pbk £30 

THE LAYMAN'S GUIDE TO CLASSICAL ARCHITECTURE 
Quinlan Terry, introduction by HRH the Prince of Wales    
A beautiful clothbound volume with Terry's own intricate pencil drawings on almost every 
page.    £30 

BURNING THE BIG HOUSE: THE STORY OF THE IRISH COUNTRY 
HOUSE IN A TIME OF WAR AND REVOLUTION    Terence Dooley    
From 1912 to 1923 nearly 300 country houses were burned.    £25 

THE FENDI SET: FROM BLOOMSBURY TO BORGHESE 
Kim Jones, photographs by Nikolai von Bismarck    
Under KJ, design at the couturier Fendi has drawn explicitly on the Bloomsbury set. This 

volume examines that connection with lavish images.    £97.50 

THE WORLD OF STONEHENGE   Duncan Garrow & Neil Wilkin    

Accompanies the exhibition opening at the British Museum in February.    £40 

EVERYDAY ROCOCO: MADAME DE POMPADOUR AND SEVRES 
PORCELAIN   Rosalind Savill    
Everyday at least for that great patroness... loved not least because she paid her bills on 
time. This illustrated chronology of the porcelain, its commissioning and use, is a 
magnificent book combining art, politics and social history. The author is the legendary 
former director of the Wallace Collection, one of the most world's famous experts on 
porcelain. Beautifully produced in two volumes, in a slipcase.    £200 

GARDENS & NATURE 
 

LOTUSLAND: A BOTANICAL GARDEN PARADISE 
Lisa Romerein, photographs by Marc Appleton    
This extraordinary Californian garden was the creation of Ganna Walska, a Polish opera 
singer who bought the estate of Montecito in 1943 while briefly married to her sixth 
husband. Thereafter the gardens became her chief occupation and they are wondrous - 
topiary, ferns, orchids, bromeliads, a box mase, succulents, a Japanese garden, a water 

garden, a blue garden...    £42.50 

BIRDS AND US: A 12,000 YEAR HISTORY, FROM CAVE ART TO 
CONSERVATION    Tim Birkhead    

Our use of birds is well-known - feathers for hats as well as for nests, birds deified, 
personified, caged, used for food and for hunting. Less well know is how birds interact with 

us. (Not all can be so lucky as Lear's Old Man with a Beard).    £25 

GARDENING AT LONGMEADOW   Monty Don    
A year in his own garden, which began as 2 acres of rough field in 1991.    pbk £16.99 
 
PHARMACOPOEIA: A DUNGENESS NOTEBOOK  
 Derek Jarman, introduction by TildaSwinton   
A selection of Jarman's writings on Prospect Cottage and its strange and wonderful garden, 
drawing on notes, diaries, letters, etc.    pbk £12.99 
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THE INSECT CRISIS: THE FALL OF THE TINY EMPIRES THAT RUN THE 
WORLD    Oliver Milman    
An emergency to rival climate change: all of life on earth as we know it relies on insects, and 
their numbers are in free-fall. Unnerving and important reminder that global pollution and 

agricultural practices are as much a danger to our species as a heating world.    £16.99 

'THE EIGHTH WONDER OF THE WORLD': EXBURY GARDENS AND THE 
ROTHSCHILDS    Lionel de Rothschild & Francesca Murray Rowlins    
Overlooking the Beaulieu River, Exbury comprises 200 acres of outstanding woodland 
gardens. Begun in 1919, it became home to countless rare rhododendrons, collected and 
bred by three generations of Rothschilds and their gardeners.    pbk £30 

NATURE'S FAVOURITE CHILD: THOMAS ROBINS AND THE ART OF THE 
GEORGIAN GARDEN    Cathryn Spence    
Thomas Robins the Elder (1716-1770) recorded the country estates of the Georgian gentry 
- their orchards, Rococo gardens and potagers - like no other, with both topographical 
accuracy and delightful artistry. Equally ravishing and fascinating. And a lot of Chinoiserie 

to die for...    £45 

TRAVEL 
 

EXPLORER: THE QUEST FOR ADVENTURE AND THE GREAT 
UNKNOWN    Benedict Allen    

A memoir not so much of exploration as of its effects upon author.    £18.99 

RECOLLECTIONS OF TARTAR STEPPES AND THEIR INHABITANTS 
Lucy Atkinson, introduction by Nick Fielding & Marianne Simpson    
Lucy Atkinson (1817-1893) was an English Atkinson was an English nanny working in 
Russia. In 1848 she set out with her new husband on a six-year exploration of Siberia and 
Central Asia, by foot, camel, boat, horse, reindeer... their son Alatau was born in a yurt; they 
met with chieftains, brigands and Decembrists. This account, based on Lucy's diaries, was 
first published in 1863, soon after their return to England.    pbk £12.99 

THREE WOMEN OF HERAT: AFGHANISTAN 1973-77   Veronica Doubleday    
The story of three friendships made when the author lived in Herat in the 1970s; after the 
Communist coup, Russian occupation and civil war, she was able to pick up the threads of 

those friendships once again.    pbk £14.99 

TIME ON ROCK: A CLIMBER'S ROUTE INTO THE MOUNTAINS 
Anna Fleming   
A traditional rock climber for a decade or more, Fleming describes the dance between the 
self and the rock and its electrifying charge. It's also, for her, the ultimate way to connect 

with nature.    £16.99 

THE HILL OF DEVI: AN ENGLISHMAN AT THE COURT OF A MARATHA 
MAHARAJA IN 1921    E. M. Forster    
Forster is always undoing, and no less so in this account of the remote princely court of 
Dewas in Madhya Pradesh, where he visited and worked as private secretary to the 

Maharajah in the early C20th. Another wonderful reprint from Eland.    pbk £12.99 

ONE PEOPLE    Guy Kennaway    
A comic novel set in Jamaica, where it is greatly prized. First published in 1997 and 

reprinted now by Eland.    pbk £12.99 

MARZAHN, MON AMOUR    Katja Oskamp, translated by Jo Heinrich    
Marzahn is a suburb of prefab GDR housing on the outskirts of Berlin. This odd but 
brilliant book, about a chiropodist who talks to her clients, is both memoir and portrait of 
modern Germany, where it has been rapturously received.    pbk £12 

NINE QUARTERS OF JERUSALEM: A NEW BIOGRAPHY OF THE OLD 
CITY    Matthew Teller    
Jewish, Palestinian, African, Indian, Greek, Syriac, Armenian, Dom Gypsy, Sufi...    £16.99 
 

FOOD 
 

A HOUSE PARTY IN TUSCANY    Amber Guinness    
The author grew up in Tuscany and has cooked ever since she was a student. She now treats 
the frayed nerves of artists who come to the Arniano painting school, and many fortunate 
others, to glorious feasts of Italian deliciousnesses.    £29.99 
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WILD FRUITS, BERRIES, NUTS & FLOWERS: 101 GOOD RECIPES FOR 
USING THEM    B. James    
First published in 1942 in response to the increasing amounts of factory-made foods. Just 
the thing for a little gentle foraging.    £9.99 

THE GARDEN CAFÉ: A YEAR IN THE KITCHEN   George Ryle    
Jansson's temptation on a winter day, skate with samphire and gooseberries on a summer's 
one... A few well-considered, simple but richly pleasing recipes for each season. Brown 
butter, gremolata, artichokes, salsify, ricotta... as Ryle says, his book is not definitive but 
rather giving " a point of view, a suggestion, a way of looking at an ingredient, or a moment, 
or a meal". Scores - thankfully - low on the glitz scale.    £25 

TASTE MAKERS: SEVEN IMMIGRANT WOMEN WHO REVOLUTIONIZED 
FOOD IN AMERICA    Mayukh Sen    
Elena Zelayeta, a blind chef born in Mexico; Marcella Hazan, whose book on Italian 
cooking is still monumental; Norma Shirley's take on Jamaican cuisine et al: a joyous 
celebration of these women, queens of the table and of diversity.    £18.99 

LEE MILLER, A LIFE WITH FOOD, FRIENDS AND RECIPES   
Ami Bouhassane    
100 recipes, 100 photographs: more than a traditional cookbook, this celebrates Lee Miller's 
polymathic approach to life - surrealist, photographer, model, cook, war correspondent... 
The author is the granddaughter of Lee Miller and Roland Penrose. The hardback 

disappeared five years ago; this is a welcome second edition.    pbk £30 

ROTH BAR & GRILL    Introduction by Anna Del Conte    
Good, convivial food from the Hauser & Wirth gallery restaurant in Bruton, Somerset, with 

an emphasis on good, locally produced veg, game, etc.    £29.95  

SCIENCE 
 

REALITY+: VIRTUAL WORLDS AND THE PROBLEMS OF PHILOSOPHY 
David J. Chalmers    

An astonishing philosophical trip by a master of art of cerebral conjuring tricks.    £25 

BITCH: A REVOLUTIONARY GUIDE TO SEX, EVOLUTION AND THE 
FEMALE ANIMAL    Lucy Cooke    
Hugely enjoyable and widely researched, this will be accompanied by the happy sound of 
gender stereotypes being liberated from their historic chains...    £20 

THE MATTER WITH THINGS: OUR BRAINS, OUR DELUSIONS, AND THE 
UNMAKING OF THE WORLD    Iain McGilchrist    
This two-volume masterpiece by the author of The Master and His Emissary is a long 
conversation between neuropsychology and philosophy, science and poetry, the two sides 
of our brains. Truly an outstanding work.    £89.95 

OTHERLANDS: A WORLD IN THE MAKING    Thomas Halliday    
An amazing journey into deep time, looking at the earth as it used to be... all gleaned from 
the fossil record.    £20 

DARK AND MAGICAL PLACES: THE NEUROSCIENCE OF HOW WE 
NAVIGATE    Christopher Kemp    
An ancient neural gift unravelled.    £14.99 

EMOTIONAL: THE NEW THINKING ABOUT FEELINGS   Leonard Mlodinow    
The role of our emotions in the light of recent research in multiple fields - psychology, 
neuroscience, biology. Mlodinow is a hugely popular science writer, and has written books 

with Stephen Hawking as well as a stack of his own.    £20 

HORIZONS: A GLOBAL HISTORY OF SCIENCE   James Poskett    
The international roots of modern science - Arab and Persian mathematical texts, Indian 
observatories, a C17th African botanist, a C19th Japanese who first described the structure 
of an atom, the contributions of Bose, the Bengali physicist, a Chinese physicist who 
theorised about anti-matter but saw a Nobel prize go to his American colleague... 
Etc.    £25 
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FOR CHILDREN 
 

OCTOBER, OCTOBER    Katya Balen, illustrated by Angela Harding    
October has lived in the woods with her father all her life, but this happy and wild existence 

is upset in her twelfth year. Ages 8-10.    pbk £7.99 

THE KING OF THE COPPER MOUNTAINS   Paul Biegel    
King Mansolain is a thousand years old and fading; his devoted attendant Hare ushers in a 
caravan of storytellers to keep him alive - a rabbit, a donkey, a mouse, a dwarf, a witch - 
while waiting for the Wonder Doctor to return. Magical and tender, this is a 1960s' classic. 

For ages 6-8.    pbk £7.99 

MISTER TOOTS    Emma Chichester Clark    
Bella finds Mr Toots on her doorstep one morning and takes him in - a charming tale by a 

greatly loved author. Sweet picture book for ages 3-6.    £12.99 

THE ABC BUNNY   Wanda Gag    
Bunny has an accident with an Apple, eats Greens, meets Lizard, takes a Nap, etc. First 

published 1934! For ages 2-    £7.99 

MOOMINLAND MIDWINTER   Tove Jansson, translated by Thomas Warburton    
Lovely edition that includes some colour illustrations by Tove as well as the line drawings 
we are used to - the only colour ones she ever did, in fact, which were commissioned in 
1961 for the Italian edition of this lovely, gently funny book. Ages 7-9.    £14.99 

RUSSIAN TALES: TRADITIONAL STORIES OF QUESTS AND 
ENCHANTMENTS   Illustrated by Dinara Mirtalipova    
With gorgeous folkloric illustrations, for ages 6-9.    £18.99 

THE HAPPY OWLS  Celestino Piatti    
A re-issue from 1963 - an adored classic that has been out of print ever since. Two owls 
share the secret of their happiness with the greedy and squabbling barnyard fowl but to no 
avail. Marvellous illustrations from the Italian illustrator and designer and a fine 
introduction to the gentle art of finding joy in contemplation and solitude. Highly 

recommended for ages 3-7. Or 100.  (Delayed from the autumn).  £12.99 

APPLE GRUMBLE    Huw Lewis Jones, illustrated by Ben Sanders    
Bad Apple is rotten to the core - so awful even Granny Smith has taken against him. Very 

funny in a deadpan way. Ages 5-7.    £11.99 

MR. GREY AND FRIEDA FROLIC   Binette Schroeder    
The illustrations are in the vein of Raymond Peynet; poor Mr Grey is a colourless 
gentleman, unlike Frieda - what will happen? Ages 4-6.    £12.99 

IT FELL FROM THE SKY   Eric Fan, illustrated by Terry Fan    
Another glorious, imaginative picture book from the Fan brothers: something - who knows 
what but undoubtedly a treasure - falls from the sky and becomes an object much curiosity 
to a group of insects. It's swiftly claimed by Spider as a possession... Ages 3-5.    £12.99 

SOME OF OUR RECENT FAVOURITES 
 

FINDINGS   Kathleen Jamie    
Jamie has just been named 'the Makar' - Scotland's poet laureate and you can see why in this 
essay collection: her quiet sentences are so polished they almost glisten. Whether she's 
windswept on the shores of the Outer Hebrides or stooping in a Neolithic burial chamber 
on the winter solstice, she looks at the world with a considered curiosity. Breath-

taking.    pbk £9.99 

SMALL THINGS LIKE THESE   Claire Keegan    
It's the shortest, coldest day of the year and Bill Furlong, a coal and timber merchant in a 
small Irish town, busies himself with the last few deliveries. An elegant and carefully 
distilled novella about complicity.    £10 
 
ONE TWO THREE FOUR: THE BEATLES IN TIME   Craig Brown    
Acute and wide-ranging, these disparate glimpses come together (ha!) to make up a picture 
not only of the 'Fab Four' but of the new and colourful 1960s' world that they helped to 
usher in. A delight!    pbk £9.99 
 
THE ANNOTATED ARABIAN NIGHTS: TALES FROM 1001 NIGHTS 
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Edited by Paulo Lemos Horta, translated by Yasmine Seale   The first translation by a woman, 
using Arabic and French sources, with detailed notes and commentary. Beautifully 
illustrated with Arab and Persian works of art as well as many drawn from previous 
European editions. A work of scholarship and joy.    £29.99 

ANGELS & INSECTS    A S Byatt    
Two sumptuous novellas, set in the mid-1860s and 1870s, weave together experiences of 
life, love, loss and connection. The first, 'Morpho Eugenia', does so through the earthly 
plane of insects and the world of nature; 'The Conjugal Angel' reaches for the 
spiritual.    pbk £9.99 

HOWARDS END    E.M. Forster    
The "inner darkness of the commercial age", with its self-confident hypocrisy and inability 
to "connect", confronts Bloomsbury-esque ideals and characters in this intimate 
masterpiece from 1910. Subtle, sharp, funny and moving: the style and thinking are 
wonderful, Forster's humanity inimitable. This novel, so carefully structured that we never 
quite see what's coming, retains its power to shock over a century after publication. Also 

available in paperback.    hbk £12.99/pbk £6.99 

THE CAIRO TRILOGY Naguib Mahfouz    
Cairo's Old City is itself a protagonist in this magnificent saga of the Al-Jawad family and its 
fearsome patriarch, from 1917 to late in WW2. the Nobel laureate's masterpiece is also 
available as three individual paperbacks (see below).    £27.50 

PALACE WALK/ PALACE OF DESIRE/ SUGAR STREET    Naguib Mahfouz    
The Cairo Trilogy in paperback. Palace Walk works on its own too…    £9.99 each. 
 
BEECHCOMBINGS    Richard Mabey    
A lovely hardback reissue of Mabey's book about beech trees, prompted by the great storm 
of 1987 when so many blew down. It's a wonderful stroll through the history of Fagus 
sylvatica, including a thrilling passage about it crossing the Land Bridge "in the nick of time", 
a mere 500 years before the sea flooded in. The joys of pollen archaeology! Occasionally 
hootingly funny too. One of a trio of reprints from Little Toller to celebrate Mabey's 80th 
birthday. He is a national treasure.    £18 

NO ONE IS TALKING ABOUT THIS    Patricia Lockwood    
A woman navigates social media fame until brutally interrupted by events in the real world. 
A tragi-comedy for our times, in two formats. hbk £14.99 / pbk £8.99 

FREE: COMING OF AGE AT THE END OF HISTORY   Lea Ypi    
A deeply affecting memoir of coming of age in Albania - the last outpost of Stalinism in 
Europe. Tracing the transition in 1990 from repression, food shortages and political 
executions to political and economic freedoms (and concomitant unemployment, factory 
closures and emigration), the author comes to question the meaning of 'freedom' itself. 
Humorous, wry, supremely intelligent.    £20 

SENTIENT: WHAT ANIMALS REVEAL ABOUT OUR SENSES   Jackie Higgins    
Extraordinary creatures with what to us seem superpowers... Excellent evolutionary biology 
and a captivating read.    £20 
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